In this paper we show the relation between the "surface (morphological) cases" and "deep cases"
Introduction
In the project MATRACE I (MAchine TRAnslation between Czech and English) the first aim is to create two parallel text corpora (Czech and English), morphologically and syntactically tagged. Then it will be possible to use these corpora not only for creating an MT system but also for other linguistic research, needed e.g. for systems of NL understanding. For these purposes we try to make the syntactic representation "broader" so that the further work would be easier. In the syntactic representation of a sentence, based on dependency grammar, we will specify not only the dependency and syntactic roles of the modifications but also their underlying counterparts (i.e. "deep cases"). For this sort of tagging we need a dictionary with morphological and syntactic information, which consists of morphological paradigms of single words and their valency frames containing both syntactic and underlying roles of their members. As there is no such dictionary in machine-readable form we have to create it. Unfortunately we even cannot extract the words with their frames from an existing corpus as we are only creating it. What we have is a morphological dictionary, which is to be enriched by the syntactic information.
The linguist adding this information should enter the surface frame and specify its underlying counterpart. We try to help him/her by automating the choice of the appropriate correspondence between "surface" and "deep" cases.
In this paper we will concentrate on the problems of verb and its valency slots. The generalization of our method for nouns and adjectives will not be difficult as in many cases the syntactic frame of these words is just derived from the corresponding verb.
Theoretical background
Using the framework of the functional generative description (FGP, see Sgall et al. 1986 ), slightly simplified for the purpose of this paper, we distinguish two levels: a level of underlying structure (US, with the participants or "deep cases") and a level of surface structure (SS, morphemic units as parts of this are used here). As for the modifications of verbs we distinguish inner participants and free modifications (see Panevov~ 1974-5) . This can be understood as the paradigmatical classification of all possible verbal modifications. The other dimension of their classification (combinatoric or syntagmatic dimension) concerns their obligatoriness and optionality with the particular lexical item within the verbal frame. The verbal frame contains slots for obligatory and optional inner participants (which will be filled by the labels for "deep cases" and corresponding morphemic forms) and obligatory free modifications.
The difference between an obligatory and optional participant is important for a parser, however, we will leave this dichotomy aside in this contribution. Unacceptability of the answer "I don't know" indicates that the modification where is a part of a verbal frame of the verb to come.
According to the theory proposed by Panevov~ (1974-5, esp. § 5) the following consequences are accepted here: If a verb has only one inner participant then this participant is Actor. If a verb has two participants then these are Actor and Objective. As fo~ the l"and 2 ~ participant our approach is similar to Tesni~re's (1959) . However, if three or even more slots of a verbal frame are occupied then semantic considerations are involved. This is different from Tesni~re's solution and does not fully coincide with Fillmore's proposals (Fillmore 1968 (Fillmore , 1970 .
Determining the Addressee, Origin and Effect is rather difficult and requires taking into account the combination of surface cases in the frame (including the form of the Objective), the animacy of single members of the frame etc. Though there is no one-to-one mapping between "deep cases" and "surface cases", we are able to discover certain regularities and provide some generalization reflected in an algorithm. or more other (typical for Addressee) and inanimacy of the participants and the set of prepositional cases which are typical for Effect.
Observation
This algorithm is used in a program which reads Czech verbs from an input file and asks a linguist (in the interactive regime) to fill in the surface verbal frame.
conclusions Some general linguistic statements concerning relations between "centre" (prototypes) and "periphery" (marginality) in the domain of verb and its valency could be inferred from an application of the rules presented in our paper. In "nominative" languages the verbal frame ~t Obj Addr can be considered as central (while e.g. Aat (Obj) Addr is not typical).
Moreover, the correspondences between US and SS as Act -> Nom, Obj -> Ace, Addr -> Dat can be treated as prototypes (while e.g. correspondences Act -> Datr Addr -~ Ace, Obj -> Instr occur in Czech as marginal). The strategy of our algorithm is based principally on an observation of this type. We assume that this method can be easily adapted for any other inflectional language and perhaps also for such languages as English. Languages may differ as to correspondences between a particular deep case (US) and its surface (morphemic form), but the idea of prototypical and marginal relations seems to be valid and is supported by the algorithmic procedure for determining these correspondences.
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